0.44 Table S1 : Numerical simulations using experimental parameters. Ra H is calculated with fluid parameters at mean temperature T mean at steady state, µ 0 and α 0 are the viscosity and the thermal expansivity at the surface temperature T 0 . Also indicated the ratio of viscosity and thermal expansivity at T max with respect to the values at T 0 to quantify the departure from the Boussinesq approximation. Table S3 : Numerical simulations using constant fluid parameters and free-slip boundary conditions. Figure S1 : Influence of the mechanical boundary condition (BC); numerical results for RaH=10 6.9 : solid black line = top and bottom rigid BC, solid red line = top and bottom free-slip BC, dashed black line = top rigid BC and bottom free-slip BC, dashed red line = top free slip BC and bottom no slip BC.
